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Entratech Systems will display the new AutoSig® SMART Fuel Filter System at IBEX 2016.
Sandusky, OH: Entratech Systems announces The AutoSig® SMART Fuel Filter System, an integrated system for
the Recreational / Marine industry, combining a fuel filter, water separator and real time water in fuel sensor.
It provides the advantage of water in fuel sensor while maintaining the simplicity and reliability of a spin on
fuel filter.
See the new AutoSig® at IBEX 2016 booth 3006 October 04-06, 2016 in Tampa, FL
AutoSig® is engineered for the marine industry with a disposable spin on filter cartridge that can be easily
replaced while the electronics stay mounted in the filter head. . Entratech AutoSig® SMART Fuel Filters can

communicate directly with ECM’s and other instrument panel indicators. Communication standards in development
include Bluetooth, Wi-Fi and NMEA 2000.

Mike Richardson, President said,” Water in the engine fuel system can cause hard starting, loss of power,
misfiring, surging or stalling. The AutoSig® SMART Fuel Filter System senses water in the fuel separator before
the water can enter the engine.”
ADVANTAGES:
• Real time water level sensing in the bottom of a fuel filter water separator
• Easily serviced metal spin on fuel filter
• Patented technology allows water level sensing for gasoline and diesel fuel engines
• Corrosion resistant construction – 316 stainless steel filter head
• Designed to UL 1105, ABYC and Coast Guard fuel system requirements
• No plastic bowl
• Wireless capability
Entratech Systems will participate as an exhibitor at the International BoatBuilders’ Exhibition & Conference
(IBEX) taking place at the Tampa Convention Center, Tampa, FL. The 26th IBEX Show is the leading industry
event for the marine industry and where better boats begin. The event offers hundreds of new products
being displayed by 500+ exhibitors on the show floor.
Entratech specializes in water in fuel sensors for diesel, gasoline and aviation fuels. OEM manufacturers have
relied on the consistent quality of Entratech sensor technology for over 32 years. We partner with customers’
engineers to help design and build dependable sensor solutions including water-in-fuel sensors and low
coolant sensors. Our engineered smart sensor assemblies, controller modules and wire harnesses are
assembled in the USA.
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